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Food  

The aboriginals would go hunting for kangaroos, fish and 
grubs and turtles they would also go hunting for berries nuts 
and emu


Art 

Aboriginals do dot painting they would also use rocks to 
paint sometimes The aboriginals paintings we’re quite colourful 
sometimes They used mud to paint sometimes The Aboriginals 
would use something called Oprah aboriginals would sell their 
paintings for money aboriginals most common paintings were dot 
paintings and striped paintings Aboriginals use different symbols 
to communicate traditional aboriginal paintings always have a 
story because the aboriginal people do not have a written 
language The only way they could tell their stories was  through 
Paintings and songs paints were made from ochre these stone 
pigments were mixed with emu fats and kangaroo oils to make 
a liquid paint. 

Clothes  

The Aboriginals would often use bark , grass  and leaves to cover their bodies. The 
men would wear a riji and this was an item of clothing that went around their waist. 
It was tied together by grass and leaves. In cooler parts of Australia the Aboriginal 
people would wear possum cloaks. These were made by combining several possum 
skins together. In the northern parts of Australia the Aboriginal people rarely wore 
clothes and usually covered their body's with paintings.Most of their clothing 
consisted of the animal skins. The skins were usually rubbed with fat and this 
provided extra warmth during the colder nights. Animal skins were also used as 
blankets and bedding. 

Transport 

The main form  of transport amongst traditional indigenous people was walking. 
Because the indigenous lifestyle was nomadic people had to do a lot of walking to 
get from place to place. Those indigenous Groups that live near the Coast or large 
bodies of water would often travel in canoes that they had made from hollowed out 
trees trunks. These canoes were very helpful in fishing activities as well as for 
travelling around. 



Music  

Australian indigenous music includes the music of indigenous Australians and 
Torres strait Islanders they are called indigenous.performance of Aboriginal song 
and dance in the Australian national maritime museum in Sydney with traditional 
instrument the didgeridoo


